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Abstract.16

BACKGROUND: The current 3D-iFlow application can only measure the arrival time of contrast media through intensity17

values. If the flow rate could be estimated by 3D-iFlow, patient-specific hemodynamics could be determined within the scope of18

normal diagnostic management, eliminating the need for additional resources for blood flow rate estimation.19

OBJECTIVE: The aim of this study is to develop and validate a method for measuring the flow rate by data obtained from20

3D-iFlow images – a prototype application in Four-dimensional digital subtraction angiography (4D-DSA).21

METHODS: Using phantom model and experimental circuit with circulating glycerin solution, an equation for the relationship22

between contrast media intensity and flow rate was developed. Applying the equation to the aneurysm phantom models, the23

derived flow rate was evaluated.24

RESULTS: The average errors between the derived flow rate and setting flow rate became larger when the glycerin flow and25

the X-rays from the X-ray tube of the angiography system were parallel to each other or when the measurement point included26

overlaps with other contrast enhanced areas.27

CONCLUSION: Although the error increases dependent on the imaging direction and overlap of contrast enhanced area, the28

developed equation can estimate the flow rate using the image intensity value measured on 3D-iFlow based on 4D-DSA.29
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1. Introduction31

The study of hemodynamics plays an important role in understanding the pathophysiology and treatment32

outcomes of cerebrovascular diseases [1]. Recent advancements in computational techniques have33

promoted the application of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to analyze hemodynamics in cerebral34

aneurysms [2,3,4] specifically by simulating flow fields to solve the basic equations of fluid dynamics.35

However, CFD analysis requires extensive knowledge of fluid dynamics and numerical analysis, and36

most general-purpose software used for analysis is highly specialized and requires experience and time to37

learn. Furthermore, while the required specifications vary depending on the computational cost, a high-38

performance computer is necessary to perform a stress-free CFD analysis. This is expensive and not widely39

adopted in clinical practice. Apart from CFD analysis, other devices such as phase contrast magnetic40

resonance imaging (PC-MRI) must be applied to obtain data on hemodynamics [5]. With these devices,41

it is possible to measure blood flow rate, which is one of the most important factors in understanding42

hemodynamics. However, such diagnostic equipment is not routinely used in cerebrovascular diseases.43

When the blood flow rate is not directly necessary for diagnosis and treatment and remains only as44

reference information, an additional examination just to obtain the flow rate may cause financial and45

mental burdens to patients.46

Currently, digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is one of the imaging modalities that is routinely47

used in the diagnosis and treatment of cerebrovascular diseases. DSA acquires images using X-rays48

and generates well-defined images of the lumen of arteries by subtracting an image acquired before the49

injection of contrast media from the arterial phase image enhanced by the injected contrast media [6]. The50

angiography system can also be used to acquire projections around the patients similarly to computed51

tomography and generate three-dimensional DSA images (3D-DSA) images of arteries [7]. Furthermore,52

4D-DSA imaging that includes the temporal information of contrast media flow distribution has been53

developed and become commercially available in recent years [8,9,10,11].54

Further technical developments potentially made it possible to visualize the flow through color mapping55

of the density values of contrast media determined on 4D-DSA images [12,13]. The 3D-iFlow application56

is a prototype software for medical imaging that measures the arrival time of contrast media intensity value57

at any point in 3D space on 4D-DSA and displays color-mapped 3D geometries of arteries [14,15,16,17,58

18]. Replacing 3D-DSA with 4D-DSA, which is compatible with the former, could potentially enable59

the determination of blood flow rate in cerebral arteries using 3D-iFlow without requiring additional60

diagnostic equipment such as ultrasound diagnostic equipment and PC-MRI, which are not routinely used61

in diagnosis and treatment. However, the current 3D-iFlow application can only measure the arrival time62

of contrast media through intensity values. Although a relationship between the intensity value and flow63

rate can be inferred since the intensity value varies with the concentration of contrast media, the specific64

and quantitative relationship between them has not been clarified. If the flow rate could be estimated by65

3D-iFlow, patient-specific hemodynamics could be determined within the scope of normal diagnostic66

management, eliminating the need for additional resources for blood flow rate estimation.67

The aim of this study is to develop and validate a method for measuring the flow rate by data obtained68

from 3D-iFlow. To accomplish this, we acquired contrast enhanced 4D-DSA images of phantom models69

of cerebral arteries connected to an experimental circuit.70

2. Materials and methods71

2.1. Phantom models of an aneurysm and its parent artery72

Four types of phantom models were designed to imitate cerebral arteries: ST-model, I-model, L-model,73
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and U-model. Of these, the ST-model is a straight pipe without a model of aneurysm. Each of the other74

models have a sphere attached to them to represent a cerebral aneurysm of 10 mm diameter and a75

maximum neck diameter of 5 mm. To evaluate the effect of arterial bending, models were shaped as76

follows: I-model (0 degree), L-model (90 degree), and U-model (180 degree). In all models, the diameter77

of the pipe was 5 mm, which is similar to the average diameter of the internal carotid artery [19,20]. A78

sufficient entrance region was provided to allow for the development into a Hagen-Poiseuille flow. The79

three-dimensional arterial models were printed using PolyJet 3D-printing technology by Objet Eden260V80

(Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The printed models were placed in a frame, and silicone rubber stock81

solution (Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was poured along with a curing agent (Shin-Etsu82

Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). After the poured silicone cured, the 3D-printed model was removed83

to create a block-shaped arterial lumen model. The detailed designs of the models and pictures of the84

created model are summarized in Fig. 1B.85

2.2. Experimental circuit with circulating glycerin solution86

A schematic diagram of the experimental circuit with circulating glycerin solution is shown in Fig. 1A.87

In this circuit, the glycerin solution (mass concentration: 57%, density: 1099 kg/m3, viscosity: 3.6688

mPas, temperature: 37 Celsius) is circulated by an electromagnetic pump (RD-30TV24-HV, Iwaki Co.,89

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at a steady flow. The circulating flow rate was measured by a Coriolis flowmeter90

(FD-SS2A, KEYENCE Corp., Osaka, Japan) and controlled by changing the voltage of the power supply91

(P4K36-0.1 and P4K36-1, Matsusada Precision Inc., Shiga, Japan). A catheter (Flexor shuttle guiding92

sheath 6Fr, Cook Medical, IN, USA) connected to an injector (Auto Injector 120S, Nemoto Kyorindo93

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was inserted between the Coriolis flowmeter and the phantom model. To ensure a94

homogenious distribution of the contrast media injected into the pipe, the catheter was fixed in the center95

of the channel by attaching a jig at 2 mm from the tip of the catheter. The phantom model was placed in96

the iso-center area of the angiography system in a way to be exchangeable. A reservoir tank was placed97

between the phantom model and the pump. To avoid mixing of contrast media, the glycerin solution was98

changed after each imaging.99

2.3. Imaging protocol of 4D-DSA and measurement of contrast media intensity values using 3D-iFlow100

A single-plane flat-panel detector angiography system (Artis zee floor, Siemens Healthcare GmbH,101

Forchheim, Germany) was used to acquire 4D-DSA images using a 12 s Dyna4D scan protocol (frame102

rate: 30 frame/s). Non-ionic contrast media (IOPAQUE 300, Fuji Pharma Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was103

injected from the injector via a catheter with a rise time of 0.5 s and a flow rate setting of 3 mL/s for104

6 second. The flow rate from the injector with this setting was measured directly with the Coriolis105

flowmeter in a preliminary experiment, and the average flow rate from 0.5 to 6 seconds after the start of106

injection was 181.1 mL/min. The acquired 4D-DSA data were transferred to the workstation of the system107

(X-Workplace, Siemens Healthcare GmbH), and the 4D-DSA application (syngo Dyna4D, Siemens108

Healthcare GmbH) was used to reconstruct the three-dimensional geometry of the artery resulting in a109

voxel size of 0.46 × 0.46 × 0.46 mm. The prototype software 3D-iFlow (Siemens Healthcare GmbH)110

was applied and measurement points were set on the geometry of the vessels on the images. At the111

measurement point, the time intensity curve (TIC) of the contrast media was computed based on the112

4D-DSA images. Assuming that the flow of the contrast media was stable from 2 to 6 seconds after the113

start of the imaging, we defined the Intensityave as the time-averaged contrast media intensity value during114

this period.115
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Fig. 1. Experimental design and phantom models installed in the circuit. (A) Schematic diagram of the experimental circuit
with circulating glycerin solution. (B) Detailed design and pictures of the four types of the phantom model (ST-model, I-model,
L-model, and U-model).

Intensityave =

∫ t2
t1

Intensity dt

t2 − t1 (1)
(t1 = 2[s], t2 = 6[s])

2.4. Derivation of the equation for the relationship between the intensity and flow rate116

To investigate the relationship between contrast media intensity values obtained from 3D-iFlow and flow117

rate, 4D-DSA image data of the ST-model were acquired once for each of the 10 steps of progressively118

increasing flow rate. The measurement point on the 3D-iFlow images was 200 mm from the catheter119

tip. At the measurement point, the flow should be fully developed as Hagen-Poiseuille flow. Here, the120

maximum flow rate that becomes Hagen-Poiseuille flow at the 160 mm entrance length is 503 mL/min,121

based on the following equation.122
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π
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d2U

(2)(
U =

µRe

ρd
,Re =

Lu

0.05d

)
where µ and ρ are viscosity and density of glycerin solution, respectively, d is the diameter of the pipe,123

and Lu is the entrance length. Accordingly, the maximum circulating flow rate of the glycerin solution124

was set at 323 mL/min, considering that the setting flow rate of the injected contrast media is 3 mL/s. On125

the other hand, the minimum circulating flow rate was set at 124 mL/min, which is the minimum flow126

rate that can be output by the pump used in the present experiment. In addition, the average flow rate in127

the internal carotid artery of healthy adults is reported to be 275 mL/min [21]. Considering the above,128

the 10 settings of the flow rate (FRset) of the circulating glycerin solution were 124, 139, 154, 174, 199,129

223, 248, 273, 298, and 323 mL/min. The equation relating the intensity and flow rate was derived by130

introducing a power approximate curve between the Intensityave obtained from each measurement and the131

FRset in the experimental circuit.132

2.5. Derivation of the flow rate using the equation and its validation133

The derived equation of the intensity and flow rate was applied to the imaging results of three aneurysm134

phantom models and validated by comparing the estimated flow rate (FRest) with FRset. The catheter tip135

was placed 200 mm from the aneurysm (see Fig. 1B). For each phantom model, the FRset was varied in136

three patterns (124, 248, and 323 mL/min), and 4D-DSA images were acquired for each of them. The137

measurement points on the 3D-iFlow images were located at 10 mm proximal and distal side from the138

aneurysm. The FRest was calculated by substituting the measured Intensityave into the equation obtained139

from the results of the ST-model. The relative error between the calculated FRest and FRset was evaluated140

using the following equation.141

Error =
|FRest − FRset|

V Fset
× 100[%] (3)

2.6. Measurement of the intensity corresponding to contrast medium concentration142

To identify the relationship between the intensity value on the iFlow images and concentration of143

contrast media, iodine concentrations were calculated for each measurement (10 steps in total) in the144

experiment. The iodine concentration of the contrast media used in this study is 300 mg/mL, and145

considering the set flow rate of the injector, the flow rate of the injected iodine is 5.43 × 104 mg/min.146

The iodine concentration is calculated by dividing the mass flow rate of iodine by the sum of the contrast147

media flow rate and circulation flow rate of the glycerin solution. From the iodine concentration and148

Intensityave in each measurement, the correlation coefficient between them was calculated.149

2.7. Measurement of contrast media particles and evaluation of advection-diffusion150

The average particle diameter of the contrast media was investigated using a particle size analyzer151

(DelsaMax CORE, Beckman Coulter, Inc., CA, USA). Three measurements were taken to obtain the152

average particle diameter. The average particle diameter was used to calculate the diffusion coefficient of153

the glycerin solution and contrast media using the Einstein-Stokes formula.154

α =
kT

6πµr
(4)
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Fig. 2. Results of intensity value and flow rate from the 4D-DSA imaging for the ST-model. (A) Time intensity curves (TICs) of
the contrast media for 10 flow rates. (B) Relationship between the measured Intensityave and flow rate.

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, µ is the viscosity of the glycerin solution, and r is155

the particle radius of the contrast media. In addition, the Peclet number (Pe) was calculated using the156

diffusion coefficient.157

Pe =
Ud

α
(5)

where U is velocity, d is diameter of pipe, and α is diffusion coefficient.158

3. Results159

3.1. Relationship between contrast media intensity value and flow rate obtained from the measurements160

in the ST-model161

The TICs obtained in the ST-model from 3D-iFlow for 10 different flow rates are shown in Fig. 2A.162

All TICs indicated similar trends of an increase of the intensity from 0 s to around 2 s after the start of163

imaging, followed by a plateau of about 5 s, and a decrease until the 12th s. The relationship between the164

Intensityave and flow rate obtained in each measurement is shown in Fig. 2B. In that figure, the flow rate165

on the vertical axis was added 181.1 mL/min to the setting flow rate (FRset) since the flow contained both166

glycerin solution and the contrast media. Introducing a power approximate curve, the following equation167

was obtained with a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.956.168

Flow Rate = 30680(Intensityave)
−0.538 (6)

Since the original flow rate was obtained by subtracting the flow rate of the contrast media from the169

flow rate obtained from the above equation, the equation relating the intensity value to the flow rate170

became as follows.171

Flow Rate = 30680(Intensityave)
−0.538 − 181.1 (7)

The equation shows that the flow rate decreases as the intensity value increases.172
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Table 1
Relationship between FRest that were introduced from the Intensity and FRset at each measuring point in each model

Model Measuring
point Intensityave [−] VFest [mL/min] VFset [mL/min] Error [%] Average error [%]

I-model Proximal 5474 117.8 124 5.00% 7.53% ± 1.79%
3082 226.1 248 8.83%
2307 294.7 323 8.76%

Distal 5271 124 124 0% 5.25% ± 3.83%
3009 231.3 248 6.73%
2314 293.9 323 9.01%

L-model Proximal 5228 125.3 124 1.05% 2.56% ± 1.25%
2676 258.2 248 4.11%
2135 314.9 323 2.51%

Distal 1506 417.5 124 237% 89.5% ± 105%
2717 254.7 248 2.70%
1508 417.1 323 29.13%

U-model Proximal 4710 143 124 15.32% 14.0% ± 4.17%
3063 227.4 248 8.31%
2610 264.1 323 18.24%

Distal 4462 152.6 124 23.06% 13.5% ± 9.27%
2825 245.6 248 0.97%
2552 269.6 323 16.53%

3.2. Applying the Eq. (7) to the aneurysm phantom models173

For the three aneurysm phantom models (I-model, L-model, and U-model), the values of Intensityave174

on the proximal and distal sides of the aneurysm, the estimated flow rate obtained by substituting the175

measured Intensityave values into the Eq. (7) (FRest), the setting flow rate (FRset), and the relative error176

between FRest and FRset are shown in Table 1. The average relative error for the I-model were 7.53 ±177

1.79% on the proximal side and 5.25 ± 3.83% on the distal side. Similarly, for the L-model, 2.56 ±178

1.25% on the proximal side and 89.5 ± 105% on the distal side, and for the U-model, 14.0 ± 4.17% on179

the proximal side and 13.5 ± 9.27% on the distal side. The TICs on the distal side when the FRset is 248180

mL/min are shown in Fig. 3A as illustrative cases. The TIC trend in the I-model is similar to that in the181

ST-model (i.e., the intensity increases up to 2 s, stabilizes for 5 s, and then decreases through 12 s). In182

contrast, for the L-model and U-model, the intensity decreased or increased around the 6th second, which183

was not observed for the ST-model or I-model. The geometrical relationships between C-arm position184

and phantom models during the imaging acquisition are shown in Fig. 3B.185

3.3. Relationship between contrast media concentration and intensity values186

The relationship between iodine concentration and the intensity value for 10 flow rates for the ST-model187

are shown in Fig. 4. A strong positive correlation was found between iodine concentration and the188

intensity values (R2 = 0.897).189

3.4. Contrast media particle diameter measurement and Peclet number190

The average particle diameter of the contrast media was 4.80 nm (4.93 nm, 4.61nm, and 4.86 nm191

for the first, second, and third measurement, respectively), giving the diffusion coefficient α of 2.48 ×192

10−11 from Eq. (4). Setting the pipe diameter to be 5 mm, the same as the phantom model used in the193

present study, Pe was 8.61 × 107 and 5.21 × 107 when the minimum and maximum flow rates in the194

total glycerin solution and contrast media were applied, respectively.195
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Fig. 3. Conditions during 4D-DSA imaging in each model. (A) Time intensity curves (TICs) at the measurement point on distal
side in the aneurysm phantom model. (B) Geometrical relationship between C-arm position and L-model or U-model depending
on the time during the imaging protocol.

Fig. 4. Relationship between the Intensityave and iodine concentration.

4. Discussion196

4.1. Factors affecting contrast media intensity values in ST-model197

The TICs in the experiment of the ST-model showed that the intensity values shift in the order of198

increasing, stabilizing, and decreasing for all flow rates. These results reflect the contrast media reaching199

the measurement point, stabilizing, and being washed out during the 12-second period of the 4D-DSA200

image acquisition. For the minimum flow rate of 124 mL/min, the injection flow rate of 181 ml/s of201

contrast media, and the pipe diameter of 5 mm, the average flow velocity in the pipe can be calculated202

to be 0.26 m/s. Since the distance from the catheter tip to the measurement point is 200 mm, the time203

for the contrast media to reach the measurement point is 0.77 s. Given that the injector has a rise time204
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of 0.5 s, the contrast media will be in a stable concentration from 1.27 s after the start of injection. The205

intensity value was confirmed to increase within 2 seconds after the start of imaging and remain stable for206

6 seconds after the contrast media reaches the measurement point. Therefore, an average intensity value207

between 2 to 6 seconds was used as Intensityave in this study.208

In addition, our results reveal an inverse correlation between the intensity values and flow rate. This can209

be explained as the concentration of contrast media being diluted and having a higher flow rate (i.e., the210

intensity values decrease with higher flow rate). In previous studies, it has been reported that the intensity211

values correlate with the iodine concentration in contrast media, and similar results were obtained in the212

present one (see Fig. 4) [22]. Because the total amount of the injected contrast media was the same for all213

flow rate settings in this study, it is considered that the trend of decreasing intensity value was observed214

due to dilution of iodine concentration as the flow rate setting increased.215

4.2. Error in flow rate derivation for aneurysm phantom models216

The relative errors on the proximal and distal sides of the I-model and on the proximal side of the217

L-model are within 10% for all flow rates compared to the estimated flow rate using the Eq. (7) derived218

from the ST-model. The errors may reflect the influence of the aneurysm in the I-model on the relationship219

between the intensity value and flow rate. The errors were also larger on the distal side of the L-model220

and the proximal and distal sides of the U-model. We assumed that the errors are due to the two-221

dimensional method of calculating contrast media intensity value in 3D-iFlow. Our calculations also222

did not include corrections for bends, although some authors report that bends may generate secondary223

flow thus causing the flow pattern to deviate from the Hagen Poiseuille flow pattern assumed in the224

ST-model [23]. Furthermore, in the present imaging protocol, the lateral view and anterior posterior (AP)225

view were captured at 3 seconds and 6 seconds after the start of imaging, respectively. In the lateral view,226

there is no overlap with other contrast areas at the measurement points in either L-model or U-model, and227

the image is acquired in a direction perpendicular to the flow (the rotation axis of the C-arm is almost228

parallel to the flow direction). On the other hand, at the time of AP view, which is 6 seconds after the start229

of imaging, the direction of X-ray irradiation is parallel to the distal pipe in the L-model, and the proximal230

and distal pipes overlap with each other in the U-model. Although the TICs on the distal side of each231

model at FRset = 248 show similar trends from 0 to 5 seconds, the intensity shows a large fluctuation232

around 6 seconds in the L-model and U-model. We believe that such fluctuations in the intensity are233

observed because the intensity values are determined on the two-dimensional angiographic 3D-iFlow234

images as the value at any point of the reconstructed 3D geometry. We believe that whether a relative235

error of 10% would be acceptable will depend on how the flow rate will be applied. If it serves as input236

for further precise calculations, it may be large, however if it is used as a qualitative assessment or for237

patient education, an error of 10% would be small.238

4.3. Effect of advection and diffusion on the injection of contrast media into cerebral artery239

The present method estimates the flow rate from the intensity value of the contrast media. Since240

the intensity value of the contrast media depends on the iodine concentration as shown in the result,241

we investigated the effects of advection and diffusion, which are related to iodine concentration, on242

the injected contrast media. The Pe number calculated from the diffusion coefficient, which represents243

the ease of mixing the glycerin solution with the contrast media used in the experiment, suggests that244

advection dominates the mixing and diffusion is negligible because the Pe number (8.61 × 107 and 5.21245

× 107) is much larger than 1.246
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4.4. Potential use of 3D-iFlow derived flow rate from intensity values247

For cerebral aneurysms, one of the most common cerebrovascular diseases, CFD analysis has gained248

wide acceptance to clarify or predict phenomena such as aneurysmal initiation, growth, and rupture [24,249

25,26,27]. CFD analysis has also been applied to predict treatments that use devices [28,29]. In addition,250

the causes of poor outcomes have also been researched using CFD analysis from the viewpoints of251

hemodynamics and they can potentially provide valuable clinical information [30,31,32]. When patient-252

specific CFD analysis is performed in such studies, the three-dimensional geometry of cerebral vessels253

is reconstructed from 3D-DSA or 3D-CTA, which are modalities routinely used in the diagnosis and254

treatment of cerebrovascular diseases. However, since it is difficult to quantitatively grasp the blood flow255

rate in conventional 3D-DSA or 3D-CTA, general inlet and outlet boundary conditions are normally256

imposed referring to previous studies that measure the flow rate using other techniques, such as ultrasound257

diagnostic equipment and PC-MRI [5]. In the present study, we demonstrated the possibility that the258

flow rate can be estimated from contrast media intensity value by using 3D-iFlow based on 4D-DSA,259

from which conventional 3D-DSA images can also be reconstructed. These results may provide CFD260

analysis results based on patient-specific boundary conditions by obtaining the flow rate from 4D-DSA,261

which is performed within routine diagnosis and treatment protocols. Some previous investigators have262

tried to extract the quantitative flow condition such as flow rate by other methods such as stereoscopic263

DSA, 7 T PC-MRI or from imaging results of 4D-DSA, but these methods remain mostly outside the264

clinical routine [5,33]. A promising method has been reported of using time intensity curves acquired265

from angiographic imaging. The authors applied the method to investigate the effect of stent shapes266

in an animal model [34]. The advantage of our method is that the flow rate can be simply estimated267

from the intensity value in the 3D-iFlow application [35,36,37,38,39,40,41] – currently a prototype268

not for clinical use – that could easily be implemented in clinical routine without additional burden to269

patients. In addition, it is known that the treatment outcome of a flow diverter stent (FDS) deployment270

for a cerebral aneurysm may differ depending on the cerebrovascular geometry, even for aneurysms in271

same location (i.e., non-occlusion was observed in some aneurysms against treatment intent) and may272

depend on patient specific blood properties [29,42]. Previous studies have reported methodologies that273

estimates treatment outcome after FDS deployment by blood flow analysis using DSA data obtained274

before or after the deployment, but limitations still hinder the application in actual clinical practice [43].275

The present methodology with 3D-iFlow may enable the surgeon to estimate the treatment outcome276

after FDS deployment since assessment of flow rate in the involved cerebral vessels is directly related277

to the thrombosis inside the aneurysm [31,44]. However, it should be kept in mind that the flow rate278

estimated with the calculations presented here are only approximations and may not give precise results279

in particular in clinical cases where vessels are tortuous and overlapping. Further work is needed to280

refine the calculations and validate the results. In the future, the phantom models used here to show the281

feasibility of flow rate estimation based on 4D-DSA and 3D-iFlow for cerebral vessels and aneurysms282

may be extended beyond the field of cerebrovascular diseases in clinical fields where 4D-DSA imaging is283

well-established.284

4.5. Limitations285

This study has some limitations. First, while the pipes of the phantom model were all 5 mm in diameter,286

the actual arterial diameter is continuously changing. We have not investigated the effect of changes in287

arterial diameter on the equation to estimate the flow rate. In addition, the equation is also affected by288
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the protocol of contrast media injection. In particular, the iodine concentration, which has a dominant289

influence on the intensity value, varies with the type of contrast media used [45,46]. A previous study290

reported that the peak intensity value in the 3D-iFlow data differed between the two contrast media291

(iodine concentration of 300 mg/mL and 270 mg/mL), even if the flow rate of the working fluid was292

the same [47]. A change in the flow rate of the injected contrast media may also affect the equation of293

the relationship between intensity value and flow rate since the concentration would change. It will be294

necessary to derive and apply the equation relating intensity value to flow rate considering all factors295

that can influence our protocol (diameter of parent vessels. Iodine content, and so on). In addition, since296

phantom models were used in the present study, additional validation is needed to determine whether297

the flow rate can be estimated with the same accuracy when the equation is applied to human arteries.298

Another limitation is that the changes in intensity values due to pulsation have not been considered in the299

present study. In the flow rate estimation obtained in the present study, it may be difficult to accurately300

estimate the flow rate when the direction of the flow and X-ray beam is the same or when the measurement301

point overlap with other contrast areas, as in the distal parts of L-model and U-model. Considering the302

real anatomy of cerebral arteries, the present results may be applicable to the common carotid artery and303

internal carotid artery in the cavernous sinus, where there is little overlap with surrounding vessels and304

the rotation axis of the C-arm and direction of the artery are relatively parallel. During the use of 4D-DSA305

visualization in clinical practice, it is possible to observe an unnatural occurrence where distal arteries are306

visualized before the proximal arteries [10]. This phenomenon has not been considered in this study and307

requires further investigation in future research to determine its impact on the results.308

5. Conclusions309

An equation that describes the relationship between the flow rate of glycerin solution contrast media310

intensity value was derived in a phantom experiment from the results of 3D-iFlow based on 4D-DSA.311

An experimental circuit with circulating glycerin solution that incorporates a straight pipe model with a312

similar diameter to that of internal carotid artery and phantom models of a cerebral aneurysm was imaged313

for different flow rates. Since the concentration of contrast media decreases with higher flow rate, the314

derived relationship shows the trend of larger flow rates for smaller intensity values. In addition, the flow315

rate could be estimated from the contrast media intensity values measured on 3D-iFlow images using316

the derived equation. Although the present method has only be applied to phantom models, the results317

suggest that the blood flow rate may be estimated using 4D-DSA.318
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